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Presentation Summary

• What is happening with bus ridership trends?

• How much of this is attributable to transit agency decisions vs. external 
factors?

• What are potential responses?



Ouch!



Bus ridership trending down nationally



Per capita bus ridership down in RTD service area



What do RTD riders tell us is really important? Have these 
actually changed over the past few years?

• Customer care

• On-time performance

• Reliability of connections

• Waiting time at stops

• Driver skills and courtesy

• Evening and weekend service

• Service frequency

• Safety

• Fare impacts (at varying income levels)



Do we really understand our markets?

• TransitCenter divides riders into “Occasional,” “Commuter”, and “All-
Purpose.” Much more illuminating that “Choice” and “Captive.”

• “The idea that people without cars are ‘captive’ and will use transit 
regardless of quality is severely overstated.”



Part of the problem: declines in bus revenue service hours

• “After the 2007-2009 recession, financially strapped city bus agencies 
pared back service nationwide, slashing routes and frequency to save 
money. That drove away riders and starved bus agencies of cash needed 
to recover lost services.” (Wall Street Journal, August 12, 2017)

• “I call it the transit death spiral,” said Darrell Johnson, chief executive 
officer at California’s Orange County Transportation Authority. “It’s a never 
ending pattern, and pretty soon you’re at a bare-bones service.” (WSJ).



How do we stack up against the competition for short(er) trips?

Source: UCLA Institute of Transportation Studies



Are we providing what our customers really want?

Source: UCLA Institute of Transportation Studies and NACTO



Cheap(er) gas prices, driver’s license availability, mobility-as-a-
service, etc. give all-purpose riders more choices and less 
tolerance to poor transit customer experiences

How transit affects job seekers—the first and last mile to 

the station make all the difference

Source: Streetsblog Denver



Can transit agencies reverse the downward bus ridership trend?



Here are some suggestions

• Understand your customers, and don’t assume that “captive” riders have 
no other options. They increasingly do, and seem to be taking advantage 
of them.

• Recognize that competition for some traditional transit services is here to 
stay, and plan to adjust accordingly. Build on strengths, not weaknesses.

• Embrace the role that technology can play in enhancing transit service to 
riders from all socioeconomic backgrounds.

“The future of public transit hinges on shifting 

from a supply model to a demand model and 

embracing emerging modes to better serve, 

satisfy and grow ridership.” Rahul Kumar, TransLoc



Thank You!
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